Co-Chair Message
February is Black History Month, and it is a time to reflect on the significant roles African
Americans have played in shaping our nation and to celebrate historical achievements. As we
continue to move forward in a more positive and unified way, it is important that we recognize
and understand history and learn from it. As a council, we understand that this is also an
important element of creating a culture where people from all backgrounds feel valued and
included.
Black History Month also gives us the opportunity to change our perception and to become more
aware. We can think about who we are as individuals and also learn about others. Through
sharing and reflection, each member of this council has provided invaluable opportunities to
celebrate our differences, which have made us aware of our many similarities. Those individual
differences and similarities that we recognize produce remarkable and unique contributions to
this Diversity Council. On this journey, we will continue to celebrate each individual and what
makes us diverse. We look forward to our future meetings and working with all of you to continue
our efforts to build a culture of equity and inclusion.
Whittney Lathan and Mark Schafer
February 2021

A Conversation
on Change
The LSU AgCenter & College of Agriculture
Council for Diversity, Inclusion, Equity & Change
is pleased to present, A Conversation on Change,
featuring Dr. Bill Richardson, LSU AgCenter and
Dr. Orlando McMeans, SU Ag Center on Friday,
February 26, 2021, at 1:00 p.m.
You can join the meeting by visiting:
http://www.lsuagcenter.com/ConversationOnChange.

Updates from the College of Agriculture
LSU Inclusive Communications Toolkit
One key thing to know when creating messages about sensitive subject matter is that it
is important to be mindful of the language you’re using, but that no message can ever
be created so perfectly that no one is able to find some issue with it. If someone does
object to a well-intentioned post, always begin by listening carefully to the issue raised
as well as the worldview that it represents. The person speaking out may have good
insight or may be feeling pain from a personal experience and simply needs the
opportunity to be heard, but substantive and thoughtful revision may also be required. kit

Download LSU Diversity Toolkit

CoA Alumni Speaker - Ken West
Join us Friday, February 26 for the next LSU College of Ag Alumni Speaker Series,
11:30 a.m. - 12:20 p.m. Ken West is our speaker, he is the Vice President/Chief
Operating Officer for the Regional Medical Center of San Jose-HCA.West is an LSU
graduate in nutritional sciences.
Zoom: http://bit.ly/COAspeakerseries21

Council Member Spotlight
Bruce Cameron
Diversity and inclusion are important to me as I am
typically seen as a minority in my field of study. To me,
diversity is about what makes each of us different and
unique, while inclusion means that all of us, regardless of
our differences, have the right to be respected and
appreciated. When I was nominated to become part of the
Council for Diversity, Inclusion, Equity and Change, the
prospect excited me as being somewhat new to the
College of Agriculture and the AgCenter it would give me
the opportunity to interact with and learn from others who have a diverse set of
perspectives, life and work experiences. My hope is that by engaging in the discussions
of the Council in a safe and positive environment, it will allow the College and AgCenter
to learn from our differences and to develop and implement policies that will instill
inclusion and respect across the entire organization. I would like to think that the Council
will have visible effects and that in doing so will provide a setting where
everyone (faculty, staff, students, partners and constituents) feels valued and essential
to the success of the organization.
Dr. Bruce Cameron, Professor and Department Head, Dept. of Textiles, Apparel Design and
Merchandising

Book Group
The book group will continue its discussion about White Fragility by
Robin DiAngelo on March 3 from 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. We will focus
on the last chapters of the book. The book can be found at many
bookstores, including Amazon in audio, kindle, and hard cover.
Mark Schafer will lead the discussion with supportive and critical
book reviews. The Council will recommend books and other
resources to broaden our awareness of diversity, equity and
inclusion. A link to the Teams meeting will be sent soon.

Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion (DEI) Resources
LSU Library has a guide providing resources for self-education on various Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion (DEI) topics. Each topic page may contain key terms, examples of
bias-free language, and related campus resources.
Each subtopic page has a reading list of ten books to get you started on familiarizing
yourself with the theories, issues, and general background information within that
subtopic. Items on these lists can be requested via LSU Libraries, your local public
library, or commercial vendors. There is a search box for the Libraries' catalog at the top
of every subtopic page.

Reading List

About the Joint Council
The joint council advises our organizations on policies, programs and actions that support and
guide our students, faculty, staff, partners, and communities in working toward a more
diverse, safe, positive, equitable, and inclusive environment for all citizens of Louisiana
regardless of their race, color, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religious beliefs, disability
or age.
Council for DIEC Bylaws_pdf
Council Members

ABOUT the LSU AgCenter
The LSU AgCenter provides Louisiana with research-based educational information to improve lives and
economic well-being. The AgCenter plays an integral role in supporting agricultural industries,
enhancing the environment and improving the quality of life through 4-H youth, family and consumer
sciences and community development programs. The AgCenter is one of the 8 LSU campuses, and
consists of 16 research stations, 64 parish extension offices and 13 academic departments, a
statewide campus bringing university information and outreach to every corner of Louisiana.
MISSION of the LSU College of Agriculture
The LSU College of Agriculture provides innovative academic programs, creates essential knowledge,
advances collaborative research, and drives outreach to solve local and global challenges.

Visit the Diversity and Inclusion website: LSUAgCenter.com/DiversityandInclusion
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